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Missão do Ministério do Comércio de Qingdao a Portugal 

Lista de Empresas 

 

1. Zhongqi Holding Group Corporation Ltd. is established by former Qingdao 
Jiaozhou Building Group Co.,Ltd.It began to be built in September 1949 and is a large 
enterprise group with more than sixty years' development history, winning National 
May 1 Labor Certificate,National Contract-honoring and Promise-keeping Enterprises, 
Advanced Enterprise of Shandong and other honors. It owns Zhongqi Jiaojian Group, 
Zhongli Kaijian Group, Zhongqi Shengjian Group, Zhongqi Overseas Group And 
Zhongqi Business Group, mainly engaged in funding, investment and investment 
management and with its operation fields covering construction industry, the third 
industry, etc. 
Zhongqi Holding Group actively participates in social and public benefits career and 
establishes Charitable Foundation of Zhongqihongqi Group with its own money, with 
donation money to the society totaling more than RMB 12,000,000 yuan, fully 
embodying social responsibilities and spiritual outlook of company. 
 
Cooperation intention: 

 
a) Foreign Project Investment 
b) International Engineering Contracting 
 

2. Qingdao Shenghe Pengda Industrial Co., Ltd is a manufacture and trade 
company with registered capital ten million yuan and more than three hundred and 
fifty workers. We mainly produce cushion cover, table cover, bedcover, curtain, 
curtain fabric and so on. Our products sell very well at home and abroad, including 
Europe, America, the Middle East and won a high praise from foreign and domestic 
customer. We have a great team to design, product and sales. Our philosophy is 
mainly Simple and comfortable, and our values is ‘Highquality, low price, continuous 
delivery’ in order to pursue better development. At the same time, we learn from 
advanced technology to have better quality and design. We always offer competitive 
price, high quality, good service and prompt delivery to all clients and hope can have 
opportunity to work with more customers in future. 
 
Cooperation intention: 
 

a) Find trade opportunities 
 

3. China Integrity International Oceaneering Co., Ltd (CIIO) is committed to 
provide customers with one-stop integrated services in Water Transport Engineering. 
Our company holds the qualification of Water Transportation Industry Design Class A, 
the qualification of Port Engineering Consulting Class A, the qualification Engineering 
Investigation Class A (Geotechnical Engineering (investigation), Engineering survey) 
and the qualification of Port and waterway construction general contractor. 
The company currently employs 460 people, and among them there are 130 Senior 
technical titles, 176 Intermediate titles, 150 registered civil engineer, registered 
architect, primary registered structural engineer and other staff, 22 experts in PRC 
Ministry of Transportation’s expert database and more than 110 experts in Shandong 
provincial and municipal expert database. 
In 2017, our company won the tender for the expansion of Elizabeth II Wharf in 
Freetown Port, Sierra Leone, with a contract value of $708 million. The design and 
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construction scale of the project is to construct three 50,000-ton container berths, a 
50,000-ton Ro-Ro berth (taking into account 50,000-ton bulk cargo berths), with a 
total length of 1280 meters. After completion and commissioning, the annual 
container throughput capacity of Elizabeth II Terminal will reach 1 million TEU and the 
annual bulk cargo throughput capacity will reach 750,000 tons. Now our company has 
completed the preliminary design work of the project, and the follow-up work is 
proceeding in an orderly way. 
 
Cooperation intention: 
 

a) Port construction project cooperation 
b) Port operation cooperation 
c) Port related infrastructure construction 

 
4. Qingdao Zhongtianying Industrial Co. Ltd. is a large-scale comprehensive 
enterprises selling a set of engineering supporting construction, decoration, building 
materials. On the basis of the development and investment of new environmental 
protection building materials in the future, the company will devote itself to the 
development and investment of new industrial projects. 
 
Cooperation intention: 
 

a) Trade opportunities  
 
5. Qingjian Group Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as Qingjian) was established in 
1952, which mainly engaged in domestic and international construction projects and 
investment, real estate development, capital management, logistics, design 
consulting and etc. 
Qingjian was one of the first 15 enterprises in China to pass through the housing 
turnkey contract with top grade qualification. As one of the “Top 500 Chinese 
Enterprises” for 14 consecutive years, Qingjian ranked the 297th in 2017. As one of 
“ENR the Biggest Worldwide 250 International Contractors” for 12 consecutive years, 
Qingjian ranked the 64th in 2017.As one of the “Top 80 Chinese Contractors” for 14 
consecutive years, it ranked the 14tht in 2017.  In 2005, Qingjian was granted the 
“National Quality Management Award” which was the third awarded construction 
enterprise; Qingjian won the first “Mayor Quality Awards of Qingdao City” in 2012. In 
recent years, Qingjian has attained over 300 honors and awards at or above 

provincial level including “China Famous Trademark” ， “National Outstanding 

Construction Enterprise”, “National Customer Satisfaction Enterprise” and etc. 
  
In the meanwhile, since the good credit Qingjian Group has won the countless 
awards & prizes including “National Enterprises of Good Creditworthiness”, “National 
Credit Grade AAA Construction Industry”, the first batch of “China Credit 
Demonstration Units” approved by Ministry of Commerce, and “Credit Grade AAA 
International Contractor” & “Credit Grade AAA International Labor Cooperation 
Enterprise” by China International Contractors Association. Qingjian Group has also 
been honored as the AAA Credit Rating Enterprise by multiple banks, such as China 
Construction Bank, Agricultural Bank of China, and etc. 
  
Qingjian possesses the only state-level technology center with domestic leading level 
in the construction industry of Shandong province; sets up the first post-doctoral 
scientific research station in construction industry of Shandong province, which has 
accumulatively completed more than 90 scientific & technological achievements at or 
above national leading level; received more than 400 science & technology awards at 
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or above provincial and ministerial level, including the two technologies are awarded 
National Second Prize for Progress in Science and Technology “Durability Theory 
and Applied Technology of Coastal Concrete Structure” and eleven construction 
methods, such as “The Technology of Jet Grouting Pile Waterproof Curtain Under 
Complex Oceanside Geological Conditions”, are evaluated as national-level 
construction method. 
  
In project contracting, Qingjian has completed numerous landmark buildings and 
significant projects, such as 29th Olympic Sailing Center, Qingdao Municipal 

Government Building，Liuting International Airport, Qingdao International Conference 

Center, Qingdao Grand Theatre, Qingdao Swimming and Diving Gym, Hyatt Regency, 
and etc, which has won 21 Luban awards of the highest award of constructional 

engineering quality in China; 14  National Quality Awards，7 Zhan Tianyou Awards, 

40  National Customer Satisfaction Project Awards and more than 200 engineering 
project awards at or above provincial level. 
 
Nearly three decades of foreign aid, Qingjian has developed the markets more than 
30 countries and regions spreading all over south-east Asia, the Middle East, Africa 
and Oceania. Six distinguished personnel have won the Silver Medal issued by 
China's Foreign Aid Contribution Award. Qingjian has ever participated in the 
construction of Mali Presidential Palace and numerous Chinese embassies in Liberia, 
Tanzania, and Lesotho; contracted to build the priority projects including the Be’er 
Shew Municipal Government Office Building in Israel, the Ministry of Defense Building 
Complex in Ghana; the water plant in Angola, and the C5 road in Philippines. 
 
Qingjian has succeeded in developing the commercial and residential property more 
than ten domestic cities including Qindao, Jinan, Beijng, Shenyang and overseas 
countries such as Singapore, which is the first foreign enterprise to development 
DBSS project in Singapore and acquire the award of luxury private apartment project; 
has honored and awarded numerous “Chinese Famous Real Estate”, “China Top Ten 
Commercial Real Estate Projects” and “National Comfortable Housing Demonstration 
Project”. Among them, the Bishan DBSS project has received the highest award of 
construction and environmental protection in Singapore, “Singapore-BCA Green Mark 
Award”. 
 
Qingjian is taking the enterprise mission of “to build art treasures and create 
harmonious spaces", and based on the core value of "Professional Integrity, Creation 
of Excellence, Win-Win Cooperation, and Harmonious Development". Qingjian will 
create a glorious future with you hand in hand. 
 
Cooperation intention: 
 

a) Find Engineering construction opportunity 
b) Find Trade & Investment opportunity 

 
6. Qingdao Tangfeng Ocean Fishery Co., Ltd was established in 2004 with 
the registered capital of RMB 35000000. The number of existing staff is more 
than 220, with 16 professional managers. It is one of the Chinese ocean fishery 
companies, which is engaged in importing white fish meal from Russia and 
America, ocean fishery, fish-farming of Yangtze knifefish. The company takes a 
positive and steady strategy and keeps the principles of integrity and mutual 
benefit to develop extensive cooperation in fishery and aquatic product. 
 
Cooperation intention: 
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a) Aquatic product trade 
b) Fishing net material 
c) Fishery cooperation 

 


